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April 30, 2020  
 
SCC Statement re: 354 King St. West Proposal 
 

To:  
Andrea Dear, Senior Planner, City of Hamilton 
Maureen Wilson, Ward 1 City Councillor 
Brenda Khes, GSP Group (representing project owner Vrancor) 
 
 

The Strathcona Community Council calls upon Hamilton City Council to uphold the official plan 
and a secondary development plan for the downtown area, and to reject development proposals 
designed to circumvent them. The community endeavours to be involved when it comes to 
shaping development in the area, and as such, we should know how our concerns are being 
addressed through the public consultation process. Should developers be granted any major 
variances, the community would like them to demonstrate that they are addressing the 
community input rather than hosting public consultation sessions for the purposes of regulatory 
compliance. 
 

The current Strathcona Secondary Plan was officially adopted in 2013, and included design 
guidelines, and the Urban Hamilton Official Plan was adopted in 2016. The parameters and 
guidelines outlined in these documents for the neighbourhood and transit corridors were 
recently developed with input from the community, and they are designed to strike a good 
balance among the complex priorities of diversity, mobility, growth, heritage, and others. 
 

The community has submitted comments and concerns to the planning department and to the 
owner’s representative, and have been vocal about the increase to height and density for this 
development. The SCC is not opposed to development in general, and realizes increases to 
density rather than urban sprawl are necessary. Equally as important is that the density 
increases are gradual, the heights are appropriate, and the diversity of the neighbourhood is 
maintained as outlined in the recently established development guidance documents. As market 
conditions incite profit seeking developers to shape our city according to their vision, community 
involvement in the public process becomes increasingly important. It helps ensure increases to 
housing supply in mature neighbourhoods are appropriate in scale, unit type, and transitions, 
and that existing residents’ concerns are respected. 
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The SCC is on record as supporting the Strathcona Secondary Plan as adopted 2013, and the 
corresponding 2016 Urban Hamilton Official Plan. Our position on this matter is unchanged.  
 

The SCC aims to keep the community informed and engaged in current and future development 
projects. When proposed building plans are incompatible with the official guidelines, the SCC 
and others may choose to intervene in support or in opposition.  
 

 

Kind Regards, 
 
 
Jessica Aird 
 
President 
Strathcona Community Council  
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